Installers of Quality Metal & Wooden Gates
for Domestic, Farm, & Commercial Properties
Bollards * Barriers * Servicing & Repairs

Established 1995

 01763 853 663
www.

About Us
We are a rapidly expanding family business which takes pride in a job well done. Our
team are conscientious and hard-working, and together we aim to make your installation
hassle-free and to deliver customer service excellence.
Our MD, William Baron, is still at the forefront
of the business and enjoys advising customers
on the best solution for their requirements.
We are proud to be a “GateSafe” Installer,
proving our dedication to the installation of
safe gates.
Our installations are backed by a “no quibble”
two year warranty, providing a service is
carried out before the end of the first year.
Our service engineers are on call to attend any
breakdowns, and by joining our Service Contract Scheme you can rest assured your call
will take priority over non-scheme customers.
Our purpose built premises enable us to fabricate our own metal gates in our fully
equipped workshop.
Our gates cater for all…..from high security gates for fine country houses to the smaller
home needing to keep pets and children in, or farm and commercial premises where
security is a concern.
We can also add automation to your existing gates – ask us for more details.

The Team
We pride ourselves on employing a multi-skilled team and do not use sub-contractors
for any of our installations or service work. This ensures you get the best possible service
from our trained engineers.
We are fully up to date with the
latest developments within our
industry, and our team have a
range of skills at their fingertips. Our suppliers offer full
training on all of their products
so that you can be confident
that our engineers have a
thorough knowledge of the job
in hand.
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Metal Gates
Our metal gates are made by our skilled fabrication team on site. We have a range of
popular styles to choose from, or we can cater for bespoke designs based upon a picture
or maybe a set of gates you’ve seen.
Sliding gates, cantilever, pair of swing gates, or just a single leaf swing gate…it’s our job
to find the right solution for your needs. If you like the look of metal gates but require
more privacy then you could consider steel sheeting to shield you from prying eyes!
Powder coating (with zinc undercoat) in a colour of your choice will finish the gate, either
to blend in - or to stand out! Gates can also be galvanised.

Chelsea

Abbotsley

Harston

Barkway

Tewin

Wicken

Reed

Reed bespoke

Reed raised helve

Ashwell

Morden Hinxworth

Ashwell sliding gate
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On Site Fabrication
Metal gates and railings are fabricated by our team in our well-equipped workshop. This
enables us to constantly check on quality and be in control of the production so we are
not dependent on a third party supplier ‘fitting us in”.

Each installation is unique and all gates are made to measure which enables us to
accommodate any design you have in mind.

Once the gates and railings have been made and have passed our quality control
checks, they are then collected for galvanising and/or powder coating.
Hinges, gate fixings, and intercom/photocell posts can also be powder coated to match,
which really adds to the overall finish of the installation.
Testimonial…..“We are delighted with the gate and we much enjoyed the presence of all the lovely guys you
sent round to install it. They did a grand job!…We have found the service provided by AutoGate first class in
every respect.”
Colonel Paul Long, Clare, Suffolk

Testimonial…..“We have found the whole process from initial consultation to final product to be of a high

standard. We were listened to at the start, advised knowledgeably and kept informed of start date. On
installation, the site was kept clean, workmen were polite and we were kept informed about the work. Would
recommend to others.
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Mr & Mrs J, Poringland, Norwich
.”
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Wooden Gates
Our wooden gate range offers a natural and affordable solution.
Choose from or our popular Iroko hardwood, Oak, or Accoya® (with its 50-year
guarantee!)
We offer a Driveway and Premier range (the latter offering wider support timbers, 4mm
thick tongue and groove boards, solid base rails) based on the styles below, depending
on your budget and whether you prefer a more refined look or not.
Each gate is unique and once you’ve placed your order, your gate is traditionally crafted
ready for our skilled engineers to install. We offer a range of popular styles which can be
varied, should you require something tailor made.
With the addition of automation, your gates provide both safety and ease of use. No
more getting out to open and close in our dreaded winter weather, and no need to worry
whether the last person to enter actually closed the gate behind them!
Once your electric gates are installed, you’ll wonder how you ever managed without
them.
Our customers tell us it’s just like extending their front door to the perimeter of their
property, and gives them a greater feeling of security.
You decide who enters your property - a closed gate is a great deterrent for the
opportunist thief and prevents cold calling.

Therfield

Kelshall

Meldreth

Astwick

Radwell

Chipping

Barrington

Foxton

Heydon
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Farm & Commercial Gates
Have you ever found anyone in your yard without a legitimate reason for being there? A
closed entrance gate is a big deterrent for opportunists as it prevents them, firstly, from
getting in, and secondly, from making a swift exit.
Many farms have now diversified and have a number of units to rent. Our gates will help
to attract tenants giving them peace of mind that their stock/products are secure and with
the use of the various entry options available, they can restrict access to certain
individuals and to certain times of the day if required.

Our farming background enables us to recommend the best solution for your premises.

•
•
•

Sliding, cantilever, swing gates, and barriers installed.
Entry access ranging from simple remote control fobs through to GSM wireless
intercoms, colour video intercoms, or PC based entry systems which enable
you to restrict access to individual areas.
Security fencing, post and rail fence, and close board infills.
The GSM wireless intercom uses a SIM card (much the same
as a mobile phone) and enables you to control access to your
farm or commercial unit via your mobile phone. Staff/tenants
can text the gate to open, eliminating the need for multiple
radio transmitters. You can control access to your property
even when you’re not at home!

99% of our farming customers report that the presence of gates
have eliminated unwanted daytime visits so reducing theft
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Barriers & Bollards
Bollards
Provide a neat solution to prevent the passage of vehicles without the requirements for
gates, and have a minimum visual impact. We install both manual and fully automated
bollards.

Manual bollards
An ideal solution for private driveways. This mechanical bollard with gas spring is
operated manually with a dedicated release key.

Rising barriers
We can supply and install barriers either for light usage, or heavy car park use. They are
particularly useful for restricting vehicular access, and can be fitted with a timer which
will automatically open at times set by you.
A barrier will cost less than a gate but still offer security and allow you to control traffic.

This is just a snap-shot of what we do….please see our website for more ideas
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Automation
We supply and install quality automation equipment to new or existing gates. In order
to help you make the decision on the type of automation best for you, we’ve put
together some examples below: Underground motors

✓Perfect for metal gates - do not detract from the aesthetics of the gate
✓ Easy maintenance
✓ Enables gates to open beyond the standard 90°
✓ Gates can open outwards to avoid tricky slopes
x Not suited to a high water table - motors need good drainage
x Requires excavation for ground boxes – more costly to install

Above ground motors

✓ Perfect for solid close board gates
✓ Post mounted
✓ Require no excavation
✓ Perfect for wind affected locations (heavy duty models)
x Visible so may detract from the overall appearance of the gates

Sliding/cantilever gate motors

✓
✓
✓
x

Ideal where space is limited
Stronger design than hinged gates
More secure than swing gates – cannot be forced open as easily
Sliding gates on a track are not suitable for unlevel driveways (cantilever is an option instead)

Solar automation

✓ Ideal for low usage remote locations where mains power is not available
x Between 10 - 20 operations per day (dependent on weather & time of
year)
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Retrofits
Have you ever thought about having your existing gate(s) automated?
If your gates are in good condition, automation equipment could be successfully fitted
just by making some simple adjustments to your gates, and by selecting the best motor
for the job.

 Call now to discuss the possibilities on 01763 853663
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Safety

We are committed to installing safe gates and are proud to
be a recommended GateSafe installer. Our team are up to
date with the latest regulations concerning gate safety.
We assess your entrance at our site visit and will take into
account any areas that pose a risk, and in turn recommend
the necessary safety equipment to ensure the gate
operates safely and with minimal risk to potential users.

Our gates and installations conform to the ‘umbrella’ standard, as listed below (correct
at time of publication), and are all CE marked to BS EN13241-1.

Safety photocells
Photocells are set in perfect alignment and will detect a vehicle or person within the direct
closing range of the gate and will ensure the gate reverses. They can also be used to
automatically open or close a gate.

Safety edges
We regularly fit safety edges both to new installations
and those systems which were installed some time
ago. This will ensure the motor ‘backs off’ within the
recommended time should the gate come into contact
with an object/person.

Force testing

These rubber strips are fitted at each end of a sliding
gate and can be used in other locations that would
otherwise be a ‘trap risk’.

Our fully trained service engineer can carry out a rigorous force test on any automated
gate, which will indicate the gate’s level of compliancy with current regulations but we
should stress that this is not a legal requirement. A report will be sent out to you, showing
either a Pass or Fail, together with our recommendations for making your gate
completely safe.
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Entry Access
Once your gates have been installed, how will visitors gain access to your front door?
This is something you need to think about and there are various options available to you.
We assess your needs at our site survey and recommend the best solution to suit you.
Basic entry options start with the simple remote control fobs or ground loops, progressing
through to the more advanced monitor or PC based systems, which enable you to
monitor and restrict access to individual users.

Videx 6 button GSM wireless
intercom + keypad

Videx hardwire intercom +
keypad

Siemens K44 keypad

Videx ‘Eclipse’ colour video
intercom module

Paxton proximity reader

Radio transmitter

Entry and exit options to consider before your automation is installed: ENTRY

➢ Intercom – hardwire, wireless, and wireless GSM options available
➢ Keypad
➢ Proximity card/tag reader
➢ Radio transmitters (fobs)
➢ Push button
➢ Ground loop (with or without timer to deactivate loop at specific times/days)
EXIT

➢ Keypad
➢ Radio transmitters (fobs)
➢ Ground loop (with or without timer to deactivate loop at specific times/days)
➢ Proximity card/tag reader
➢ Push button
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Schools & Colleges
We are increasingly being asked to visit schools to quote for either a new installation or
to carry out a full risk assessment to ensure their current gates comply with current
regulations and OFSTED requirements for electric gates.
Due to the number and regularity of school installations, our team are up to speed on all
aspects of gate design and safety, along with entry access, which allow you to control
who can access the school and its car park.
We can advise on the necessary safety features required to make your gates fully
compliant, or we can provide a full estimate for complete installation or replacement.
Rising barriers are proving to be very popular for the school car park as parking is at a
premium. They allow staff to enter and park, and prevent parents using the car park at
immensely busy drop off and collection times.
Entry access is also another area of concern, and we have a whole range of options for
both external gates and doors within the main school building.

Force Testing
Our trained service engineers can force test both new and existing school gates with
automation, and produce a document for your records. Any recordings that fall below the
required standard will be addressed, and a letter will be sent to the school advising the
best course of action.
Testimonial……“We have found AutoGate to be very efficient. Having a service contract has meant
that we avoid expensive bills later and would recommend them to other schools as a provider.”
Miss V Powell, School Business Manager, Houghton Regis Academy
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Commercial Gates & Fencing
Commercial security is paramount to ensure your valuable stock and/or machinery are
safely contained within your premises. Any prospective tenants of industrial units will be
looking for a high level of security.
We can advise on a range of entry solutions, giving you
control and peace of mind over who enters the
premises, and when.
Protek Mesh Fencing
We install profile mesh sectional fencing which is
aesthetically pleasing, offers high visibility and blends in
with your surroundings. The strong welded mesh with
horizontal triangular folds help to form a strong, rigid
fence line, making it particularly suited to retail parks,
business premises, and school. Gates can also be made to match.
Palisade Fencing
A simple and effective security rated perimeter fence that is easy to install. A range of
post designs and finishes are available to suit your needs. Supplied hot dipped
galvanised to prevent corrosion, we can powder coat to most standard RAL colours to
blend in with your surroundings. Gates can also be made to match.

This is just a snap-shot of what we do….please see our website for more ideas
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After Care and Servicing
Warranty
All our installations are backed up by a 3 year warranty
on parts and labour, providing a service is carried out
by us within the first year. As with a car, your gate
automation equipment needs regular servicing to
prolong its life and maintain efficiency.
Breakdowns
Once your gate is installed, our professional after-care team are on hand to service and
maintain your gates. We can offer telephone assistance where appropriate, or will
happily send along one of our team to resolve your problem (call out charge may apply).
We work for many schools, property managing agents, commercial premises and private
homes. We pride ourselves on our quick response time to a breakdown, and will get an
engineer out to you promptly.
Service contracts
We offer annual, twice yearly or quarterly service
contracts which ensure your gate is well maintained.
Your call-out takes priority over non-scheme
customers. The labour charge for a call out is included
in your annual payment (except where there has been
vandalism or damage.)
We will also look after gates that were not originally
installed by us. This is subject to a site safety check to
ensure the gate meets with the latest HSE safety
regulations.
We keep all service customers up to date on the latest HSE directives for gate safety,
which is vital for schools, managing agents, and businesses where a full risk assessment
is required for the gates. We will advise on any safety features that are necessary to
ensure the gate(s) does not pose a risk to its users.
Force testing
Our skilled service engineers can complete a one-off force test on existing gates and will
advise on the necessary safety features to make your gates safe and reduce the risk to
its users.
Testimonial…….“Due to the expansion of Europa Components, the company relocated to our Luton

address. The larger premises plus car park area required secure entrance gates and Autogate Services
designed and installed this for us. We have two system modes available to use. Remote control operation
allows us to open or close our gate in emergencies as this can be done from the comfort of our offices or
cars. The keypad pass code control allows us the option of out of hours usage as the gate is set to
automatically close once used. The gate immediately enhanced our site security and together with the
service and repair agreement, I would have no hesitation in recommending Autogate Services.”
Paul Carter, Operations Manager, Europa Components, Luton
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Customer Testimonials
What our customers have to say about our service……….
Overall the project was carried out in
a very professional manner. Very
impressed
with
all
personnel
on
site;
polite, courteous, and
great skills applied
throughout. A great job
well done!!
Autogate should be proud of the staff
on this project. Frist class job.

The quality is second to none and the
gate looks fantastic. I shall have no
hesitation
in
recommending
Autogate Services to anyone I
know.”

Well done from a happy customer.
Mr F | Shenley, Herts

You definitely win the
supplier of the year
award.
Really
appreciate your service
in respect of the gate
(in marked contrast to other firms I
could mention) and will continue to
use you and recommend you
wherever we can.
Mr P | Cambridge

I would just like to thank you and
your team for a wonderful job. The
gates look fantastic…….. Excellent
job done from start to finish! Would
recommend you to
everyone. Thank you!
Mr D | Rowsham,
Bucks

From the outset when William Baron
came to have a look
and quote us some
figures, nothing was
too much trouble. The
whole purchase and
install has been flawless, any small
issues have been sorted out
immediately and the aftercare
service from Stuart, the technician,
has been brilliant; he is very patient!

Mr R | Great Leighs, Chelmsford

Many thanks for your services, I’m
completely happy with the gate and
customer service. The
whole thing was exactly
what I was looking for. I
don’t have a bad thing
to say for any of the
guys who worked the job, the two
installers and the electrician were
very polite, helpful, efficient and
professional. First class all the way
and I certainly don’t say that about
every company that I do business
with. Many thanks for your help and
patience, I’ll certainly recommend
you to anyone who is considering
having a gate installed.
Mr C | Hemel Hempstead

 Call now to discuss the possibilities on 01763 853663
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We’d love to hear from you and our sales team are
waiting to take your call and answer any questions.
Please do let us know that
______________________________
passed this brochure to you.

Autogate Services & Installation Ltd
Unit 11 Wyndmere Park
Ashwell Road
Steeple Morden
Herts
SG8 0NZ
 01763 853663
www.autogateservices.co.uk
sales@autogateservices.co.uk
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